-Data scale growth / complexity: too much data to process
Outline
• Motivation
• Background • Development of resilient systems identified by DoD as a strategic research priority [1] -Desire systems that maintain value (performance) over time relative to its cost in the presence of changing circumstances [2] , [5] , [6] • Systems Engineering processes limited by how they handle these types of lifecycle uncertainty -Assumes that system/mission requirements and stakeholder needs are known / stable over time -Under-represents the impact of external factors
• Epoch-Era Analysis (EEA) considers the time varying needs of stakeholders and evolving contexts in which the system operates [7] , [8] , but also has limitations 
Background
• Tradespace exploration tends to focus on system alternatives within a static context and needs [20] • EEA explicitly considers the dynamic environment in which the system must sustain value to stakeholders [18] , [19] and offers a more complete picture of dynamic system trades at the expense of a large and complex data set 
Hypothesis and Proposed Approach
• Problem Summary: Need for mature metrics, systematic frameworks and design applications for comprehensive analysis of system value sustainment applied to large scale problems
• Hypothesis: An iterative design framework using EEA constructs that leverages interactive visualization will provide a more complete understanding of the dynamic environment in which the system operates while effectively controlling data scale growth and complexity Visual Analytics
• Visual analytics can be applied to overcome issues created by bounded rationality and lead to improved decision making in system concept exploration -Improves productivity of cognitive effort [55] -Extends working memory [55] [56] -Increased trust / confidence in decision [57] -Increased use of data for decision-making [57] • Interactivity and data persistence between studies will enable deeper data exploration, and facilitate the development of user skills for anticipatory thinking Step 1: Problem Formulation • Design efficiency operationalized using Fuzzy Pareto number (FPN) [27] • Normalized Pareto Trace (fNPT) evaluates the frequency that a design meets an FPN threshold [7] Multi-Epoch Viewer Screenshot Step 3: Era Generation
• An era is a time-ordered sequence of epochs which can be constructed by various methods (Narrative, Computational)
• Markov transition rates calculated from component failure rates and debris flux rates Step 3: Era Analysis
• Performance at each time step can be evaluated as probability-weighted FPN (PWFPN)
• Remaining designs tend to suggest that the costs of shielding and maneuvering propellant outweigh the benefits to values sustainment • Increasing risk aversion or uncertainty in probabilities might lead a designer to use options anyway 
